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Intervertebral disc problem healed without medication, no more 

pus coming out from the ear. 

Learner : Mr. Young 

Address : Taipei city. 

Tel: +886-98762846 

 

 
Tomorrow would be a better day. As I keep this belief going and supporting 

me to look forward to future. If not, with this body full of illnesses, I do not have 
much hope in my future life. Now, because of my working environment, had the 
opportunity to meet this honourable couple – teacher Lin and teacher Wei, and 
were exposed to Longevitology. 

Having attended the classes and had the chakras opened through the primary 
and intermediate courses, every learners were able to guide the universal energy 
with their hands and apply adjustments for people. Normally I do not believe in 
anything evil, my sense told me – is it this wonderful? I have spinal problem, if my 
sitting position not correct, then the pain would be unbearable, after several 
adjustments from the volunteers, it got better with out medications. Privately I 
asked teacher Wei, for the beginner who has ailments, how one should apply 
adjustments, within half month’s time, the problem of secretion running back down 
the throat instead of out, this condition improved. Another sister, each time she has 
a flu and would lead to pus oozing from the ear, I placed one hand on C7, one hand 
on the ear; or one hand on C5 and one hand on the ear, adjustments applied for 2 
weeks consecutively, this sister felt her ear is much drier, no more pus coming out 
from the ear. All these prove clearly, made my doubts all vanished; deeply feel the 
abilities of both hands, human abilities always win! 

Since joined Longevitology, having seen all the volunteers, their love of 
selflessness, without blames, without regrets, their continuous giving and offering 
of service, made me so moved. I lived past half a hundred, I always thought the 
means of living with people, as long as I do nothing bad and everything would be 
ok in my heart. Not knowing this whole life, due to lack of love and tolerance, 
should not have lived all that life. With respect to the wonders of Longevitology, I 
would do my utmost best to prosper Longevitology, and keep it companied for life. 

Symptoms and adjustments : Disc – C7 + affected areas. 
                        Nasal discharge – C7 + nose. Pussy ear – C7 + ear. 


